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Nachrichten aus dem Universum 

+++ NEWSTICKER 3/12+++ 

3. Dezember 2019 Jada Alesandra Seidl  

 

On the occasion of a current question in the Boardküchensofaplauderei: 

 

"Is it not the case that we all still have in the memory of the unconscious the memory of diseases, even 

from past incarnations, which today show themselves in panic attacks as soon as something in the 

body is felt to be incongruous? I experience it with myself, but also with my friends." 

 

Yes, that's true, but also that we access a larger interaction that we are not necessarily aware of. And 

that is the integrated memory of the ancestors of your DNA/bloodline - they were the ones who led 

you, your neighbour, very individually and in every single living being differently with their 

accumulation of experiences exactly to this current point.  

Without your collection of experience in constant interaction with the eternal and earthly crystal line 

and the conscious interaction of truth, shadow, pain, memory in the NOW, we would not be at this 

point of breakthroughs.  

Why now - we are in the final steps of a 500 year cycle and that of before and before and before and 

before...but these universally seen small sections affect whole generations of earthlings and their 

consciousness.  

All this coded information makes you out every millisecond in NOW - is your Energetic Signature, 

your Energetic Imprint in this world, which you send out through your Aura/Charisma - the Latin word 

for Gold/Sun, your Bio-Electromagnetic Field - and merges with other energetic spheres. 

 

Here resonance happens and possibly something triggers. Triggers are what most do not understand 

first building blocks for healing, even if one does not want to admit this in the control center of the 

human mind. If the trigger is ignored - and in evasion earthlings are masters - the wounds are only 

enlarged. 
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In fact, there are far fewer triggers needed to heal, expanding consciousness is still paved with a lot of 

wrong ways. 

What most earthlings are not aware of, we are encoding the construction of creation 2.0 in materialized 

form/embodiment - Human Galacticus - Realizing wholeness in oneness. 

The mountains to move are in your consciousness. 

All levels of consciousness reached so far and the associated embodiment changes - also of all 

advanced cultures - will be recreated - far beyond the epic tipping point of the newly beginning 500 

cycle/12/1/4 - the first great changes will open up to 4/4/4 when you have completely arrived in the 

consciousness of the 5th dimension through everything that reaches you concentrated, fills you, and 

fills you.  

So this radical interface is not only for each individual currently experiencable, but also a milestone in 

conscious acting for the next generations of earthlings of this 500 decadal circle.  

And yes, the most important moments in this process have often been mentioned, but this moment of 

creation is by far the most important in the aeon, not everyone will climb this summit, they will learn 

to use the next 500 spiral with their descendants.  

Others change the view of consciousness from its embodiment to the other side of the membrane to 

make loving preparations when the zenith of mass is passed.  

The fears that flood you are illusions-you are not dying, you are not finite-remember- a trigger to not 

only maintain your existence as an earthling, but to let your infinite reality emerge.  

Even if you cannot understand it yet, I know the other side, have been there for a long time and can say 

with absolute certainty, a breath of this Conscious Creation Space is encoded here more and more 

often.  

What can be found behind this membrane is the absolute counterweight to this life experience full of 

dramas and traumas.  

Who also had this experience and was allowed to bring back so much of the omniscience - maybe not 

yet consciously - can reintegrate the ease of the multivers interstellar creation energy of peace, warmth 

and love after a long forgetfulness with all the tools into his earthly consciousness - the search for this 

so great sensation/perception of oneness is over. 

- Love this phase  

J.A. 

 

 

 

 

 



+++NEWSTICKER UPDATE 2/12+++ 

2. Dezember 2019Jada Alesandra Seidl  

Picture source Jada Privat  

updating 

Since about CEST 12h noon increasing energy amplitude. 

You probably feel like you're doing your 6th marathon in vertiginous mountain air. Doubts about the 

facts of the higher evolutionary process and your very own process creep over your mind and not 

surprisingly...one sees you this effort- a peculiarity of today's resonance rings of eyes that appear felt 

up to the knees and vibrating eyelid calibration/alignment of the inner lens.   

The electric and magnetic impulses demand highest body and mental effort. 

Remember and live consciously who and what you really are. 

Your embodiment has never been an unchangeable form, although when you look into the mirror this 

impression is conveyed. 

The newly activated cycle presents you with a lot of challenges which step by step allow you to 

disaggregate/line up the opportunity for breakthroughs. 

The opportunities to overcome your fears and pain if you can take responsibility for the things that 

have shaped your life so far and what is happening now. 

You and many others, including your ancestors, have gained a lot of fearsome experience in all the 

incarnations but these toxic accumulations can and must now be released from the storehouses. 

Get out of this sepsis, this inwardly proliferating ulcer, by searching for the root in your universe. 

The success of the collective depends on you as an individual - interacting, intertwining interweaving.   

You decide how the new aeon (the next 2160 years) will be formed, how the new togetherness of the 

conscious earth society can be created. 

Can you take responsibility for this? Or do you hold up the low vibrations of the disused, no longer 

present stories in which you are the victim? Your convictions form the materialized foundation on 
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which everything else rests - unpupping/regression - physical structures, the new earthlings, the new 

collective, the new way of thinking, the new cosmic understanding. 

Remember we are all tightly connected, ask this tightly woven field for help but remember the truth no 

longer brushes the belly of your ego. The truth gets you out of your illusion of the recurring time loops 

/ spirals of victim consciousness. An amplitude of support - hard as nails and relentless, your greatest 

progress, even if it doesn't please your ego, happens with honesty to reality. 

Your body wisdom, your conscious energy system of embodiment always works for your highest well-

being and will tell you if and where something is going wrong, either in your thinking understanding 

of the omniverse, your development in mind thinking or your life in general. 

All messages take the form of symptoms or disease. Listen to it, your body is trying to get you to 

understand the signal and do something about it to make your evolutionary steps possible. 

In order to gain freedom, you must first leave your present way of being. 

Memory factors, or logbook, also of your ancestors - parallel to 2008 - 1986 -1983 - 1976 - 1968/9 - 

1954 - 1944 - 1919 -1900 

 J.A. 
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1st of. Dezember 2019 Jada Alesandra Seidl  

 Picture source Jada Privat 

Dear December Trinity Blessing to all of you 

Star coding 333 and 2222/44        

The December energies demand body and emotional field - a great higher cycle of your current 

incarnation comes to an end, while a new phase unlocks its seals in parallel. 

It all begins with a cascade of Crescendo Jupiter changes into Capricorn - 2/12- and stays there the 

whole 2020/4 year.  

A very powerful already swelling energy shift, with the potential of enormous hard work...as already 

announced in the last news and shifts...you are prepared. 

The whole December Creszendo is a planetary highlight of the 3s year and multiplies with intensified 

inflow one - your - under pressure accelerates fiery sparkling ascension to the highest possible 

orientation.  

(heavy body correspondences - root - chakra urogenital area/breasts - solar plexus/heart - chakra 

stretches and membrane fusion - lung, diaphragm, rib arches, bloated +pressure, shortness of breath, 

oxygen deficiency - manifestation earth chakra - ankle, Knee, elbow, shoulder, neck, spinal tracts, vagus 
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nerve, jaw, burning eyes, apex, pressure sensation and increased intensive fatigue - especially in the 

shift between daily consciousness and super-consciousness ) 

  ....and great achievements in order to use the possibilities at your disposal, you will be given absolute 

personal responsibility - free will. Once again karma activation pressure increase to force change. A 

natural initiation to stretch solidified boundaries on your part and to adapt them to the principles of the 

nature of the cosmos.   

333 is the star coding of the Christ Consciousness that leads you into the truth of your destiny. Your 

truth unlocks the seals of time to ride this December tsunami. 

333 The water initiates all life of this matter since 12/12/12. Now complete the circles of two cycles. 

2222 Initiation of the female cycle of creation which on 22/12/2012 =3 initiated a fresh overwriting of 

the blueprint for the evolution of all species of DNA and mRNA of this planet to the expanded 

elongation of the heart qualia/fractal heart, with the duration of 12,812.5/19/10 Earth years. 

Already in March of this 3rd year the complete soul of Gaia has risen to the 5th dimension 3/3/3. This 

zenith marked the end of darkness, rewiring and shifts and matter dissolution and new compositions are 

since then for many earthlings a firm 24/7h component.   

Am3/12=333 the previous frequency qualia increases its light quotient by a factor of 11.988=27/9. 

On 12/12 around 47.952 =27/9 - On 21/12 around 83.916=27/9 and on 30/12 even an increase of the 

light quotient of 119.880=27/9. 

The significant epic rapprochement of Saturn and Pluto in December has only a distance of 1.8° - 

another evolutionary necessity to overcome boundaries - many of your ancestral lineages have been 

involved in the spiral of the last 500 years to guide and facilitate your unpuppage at this point - thank 

you, all your teachers. 

The overwhelming emotions and pains of December end at the height of the light quotient. 

Massive revelations of all darkness, of all evil beings now begin in NOW until January 2020, when the 

Moon crosses Conjuncture Point 22. 

Reveal yourself now, recognize and accept your truth, nor is it attempted to torpedo your path in the 

light of confidence with fear and doubt and hopelessness to subjugate you. 

 Trust the source download and remember who you are. 

J.A. 

P.S.: Logbook sighting shows you parallel ones from 2012/5 as well as this year in March, alignment 

development, repetitive themes, interactions and shadows stored in your body - compare 

correspondences. 

All magical, peaceful first days of Advent 

 

 

 



+++ IMPORTANT NEWSTICKER +++ 

15. November 2019Jada Alesandra Seidl 

 

  

NEW LEVEL  

In the next 48h 16 and 17/11 -from about 2:00am-  

directly from the source via the Galactic Center and the Sun, arrival of a highly changing first positron 

wave (next 20 to 25/11 Geomagnetic fluctuations, unstable Earth magnetic field, electromagnetic 

frequency shift in the bodies of Gaia's nature and all Earthlings 
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- Schuhmann frequency boost -  

Shaking up to expand consciousness. 

The upgrade for the next version of the embodiment - in the cellular recording process for reorganizing 

your body system - frequency shift vibration increase 

All chakras are online with the positron wave and its flood of information, especially Sahasrara, Ajna, 

and Svadhisthana chakra photon flooding.  

Mondin (in the House of Threshold/Cancer) supports real dimensional changes (especially in the 

dream plane)  

A unique chance to solve what does not serve your manifestation/materialization, your miracle, 

adjustment of the inner lens- heart lens 

Exceptionally frequent sleep phases, apathetic everyday consciousness, tiredness is a necessity to reset 

your body for the new energy. 

Light, light food, better still fasting and increased fluid intake, stays in nature, make this initiation 

easier to integrate. 

Technique and traffic can partially cause disturbances due to the highly electromagnetic charge. 

Physical Correspondence - thymus, heart, digestive system, amygdala, olflactic system, frontal cortex, 

epiphysis, pituitary, diaphragm, tonsils. Lung tips, dizziness, runny nose, jaw problems, shortness of 

breath/oxygen saturation, fever, premature onset of period, watery eyes, skin scaling.  

Mental correspondence: fear, emptiness, loneliness, anger, aggression   

J.A. 
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+++NEWSTICKER 15/11+++15 November 2019Jada Alesandra Seidl 

Picture source Jada Privat  

All portals 10/10- 11/11 and 12/12 are now online - Countdown 58 days to the epic climax of the 

21st century.  

While the 10 and 11 portals are booting up their data, the transfer of the 12 acceleration portal has 

already begun and cumulates daily in the current window of highest energy - shadow work - until the 

epic moment of 12/1/4 everything must have bubbled from the deep primordial ground to the surface. 

The bull full moon has taken up the energies of the initiated September new moon 28/9 and 

exponentially advanced them. 

The collective vibration sank shortly after this current cycle began at the end of September.  Many new 

and already awakened earthlings wandered through a series of dark nights of the soul.  

A gracious empowerment to lead us deep into the cleansing of pain and to heal the trauma of our 

ancestry, born, past and present lives and life experiences.  

The current timeline split we are in allows those who choose unity to rise together and those who 

choose duality to dive deeper into their problems and 3D experiences to help them recognize where the 

root of their evil lies. 

You can probably already differentiate who is stuck in old patterns and shadows of duality and who is 

doing disciplined and continuous inner work to rise. 



Shadow aspects, these are the traumatized parts of ourselves that we put in drawers or whose existence 

has been denied, they must be published - unknowns to acquaintances.  

Shadow work is truly no fun, anger, fear, hatred or any other negative emotion in your existence must 

no longer be denied.  

It can be frightening to look around in the dark, but remember, darkness is transformed by light. You 

carry this light into the dark halls of your embodiment to give birth to sublime authenticity, integrity 

and respect. 

Various events in our lives leave physiological sculptures in our bodies, especially when we 

experience trauma or situations of extreme stress that challenge your body to fight, flee, freeze to cope 

with the situation.  

That is why we unconsciously attract experiences over and over again that vibrate on the same 

frequency and make you feel the same way.  

When we experience an event that causes an old emotional wound, we can feel physical sensations in 

tension, fear, anger, anger, pain, restlessness.... Many people who are not aware of their emotional 

wounds are in this spiral of repetition.  

Most of us earthlings go through intense pain during their activation and elevation. All of them have 

traumas.  It takes a lot of space to publish each trauma and its circles, the shadow work, and to bring 

healing (each traumatic experience takes about 10 earth years to be moved into the neutral field). 

Gradually movement happens in you, raising your heart to a new royal state of consciousness to repair 

your vibration.  

Your memories, your past need not be a prison, you are already fully capable of creating a new reality 

of feeling. 

 The more we become conscious and focus on this emotional wound we are carrying, the more we can 

control our response, and consciously change the situations and their energy we manifest in 

publication.  

We have all imported a prenatal intention- 70% of the challenges- what we want to do in this life. 

 When we were children, we were naturally docked.  Later in life, instead of listening to our inner 

guidance, our tribe, we started listening to our earth family and society who knew better and better 

what we had to do, a betrayal of ourselves that ultimately followed the life construct of others, which 

again led to resistance and inner emptiness.   

As we gradually forgot why we came here, your soul continued to follow its intention - your soul was 

and is never separated.  At every millisecond it directs the switches and directions to connect you to 

your original purpose. Karma is balanced here, false beliefs are overturned and the contrast of love is 

experienced. 

The journey of spiritual awakening is the journey of returning home, returning to your true essence, 

your core values and alignment with your original soul mission.  

Your embodiment lives even more in the past, is a kind of old evolutionary model and vibrates on the 

frequency of experiences.  

Having spiritual awareness and carrying the knowledge are two different things.  



We can read all the spiritual books in the world, things will not change unless you start with the "real" 

inner "work". As we awaken our consciousness expands instantly to embody the Light and interact 

with the higher dimensions. The body must go through an upgrade, which means to heal the trauma, 

eliminate dense energies and release suppressed emotions.   

If you are deep enough you can zoom out far enough to only find love as the end result.  

The universe reacts to every YOUR FREQUENCY. Your vibration is the tuner with which the 

universe simultaneously raisons. If your frequency expresses vibrations of fear, shame, anger, pain, 

sadness, the frequency adjusts to it and triggers you many times more, shows you in which (vibrating, 

sounding, hot, cold, emptying) body area/system, organ also mental power and mind, shadow work 

must be done. It is an interaction that this orchestra shows your vibration, your music, your current 

status of progress - as you send your sound, you are tuned into the energy. The connection of above 

and below, heaven and earth, soul star and earth star, the sound/resound of vibration.  

Source/Creational Energy is the energy of pure love, born from the union of Creation Mother and 

Creation Father and their highest vibration of THANKS.  We are all an extension of this energy - 

inseparably connected. We are love under the layers of all conditioning and distorted perceptions. 

When we replace these shadows, we return home to love. 

As soon as you fully commit yourself to healing, your earthling consciousness surrenders, you will 

understand that humans were instruments to support evolution. Focus on the lesson, not on yourself 

human and your grounded aspect. 

From 19/11, many begin to feel lighter after the severity of the collective mass awakening of recent 

weeks.  We move into a window of high energies that will most likely lift you up and give you a break 

from publication and purification. 19- 24/11 Jupiter aligns itself with the heart of your Milky Way 

galaxy.  

The heart of the galaxy also hosts a supermassive black hole that weighs about 4 million times the 

mass of the Sun. A powerful, hypercharged center in the cosmos.  

If a planet like Jupiter floats past every 12 years, a powerful vibrational impulse is released/encoded. 

As Jupiter adapts to the Galactic Center, its energy is amplified, improved and charged, making it 

easier for us to harness and use it in our daily lives. 

Jupiter is the planet of expansion and abundance. Its ability to expand our journey of heart, mind and 

soul to sharpen things through clarity, deeper insights or higher truths. 

Practice using your timeline by adjusting your tuner yourself and receiving the already blossoming 

new reality. 

On the face of the earth, there is not a single being who has no unique gift or talent to share with the 

world. Our talent information is encoded in our DNA. They cannot be lost, nor can they ever be 

forgotten..... Learn energy to read, understand and set your intention..... 

J.A. 

Thank you for your attention, pleasantly I may inform you, even if not so many people are visibly 

involved, that the board kitchen fire has been visited excessively often again since Monday 11/11 - 

exactly 5931 times... would you like to support this room - as well as the entry into the board kitchen 

soap chat - above left in the menu the possibility.... 



     

 

 

Picture source private -because it was so nice this morning15/11- 7:00h ... from initial pink dipped in 

gold...morning glow 
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MahaJyoti Vision 
 

Please find further information as well as an archive of past news under: 
www.zeropoint-news.com ,    The New Light with MahaJyoti Visión,    the master publishing 

Please subscribe to the newsletter:   https://db-nl.zeropoint-news.com 

and the  Whatsapp  group      Ralf - Zeropoint-news.com     +34 659 414532 

Open this link to connect to my  WhatsApp group:   https://chat.whatsapp.com/Hbn5FJoWFw5HCZHtEiU3jS 
 

Gratitude Donation Email: universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 

 
we thank with much love for the support of the New Light. 
to  UniCaja:      ES04 2103 0168 28 0010073697 ,  BIC UCJAES2M 

or  PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 
with the donation you are supporting the spiritual project of the New Light - Healing and arising the world. 
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